Walking is a state of unbalanced body. Not to fall down, it takes a way. Technology is another state of progress We do not see a progressive technology, but a balance and order in such societies, whch represent the opposite condition of our modern societies which are technologically progressive with unbalanced and disordered conditions in a lack of security.
on web pages that they were on their way to a UFO coming after the Hale-Bopp comet. Every minute a natural living creature is being subject to extinction because of our "abstracted" attitude towards life, and the same abstraction ability is being extensively used to create genetically reproduced copies of species. I think these pictures are clear enough to reflect our mental attitude towards life with high technology. Don't blame poor and underdeveloped countries because of the population explotion. It is only a natural response to "survive" against developing contradictions. In U.S.A., annual expense for diet and to reduce calory consumption ssems to be around 5 or 6 billion dollars. And while Americans are getting fatter and fatter with the most primitive menu in the human culture, half a billion people are starving to death or suffering mental or physical injuries because of insufficient nourishment. I think those fat people should thank the overpopulation on the world which keep them spending more for diet. We can convert this fact into scientific measures too. Today, 80% of the whole world population live in the countries and regions which are considered to be poor.
Industrialized countries of the world is only 22%. This 22% consumes 60% of the food, 70% of the whole energy, 75% of the whole metal, and 85% of the whole wood. To tell the poor not to give birth more, will only increase the share of 22% in consumption and their expenses to get thinner. Giving birth is the inevitable end product of the "call of nature" and latest developments have proved the fact that agricultural resources of the world will be more than enough even for more than billions and billions of people. So population is much more a matter of quality, than a matter of quantity (and it unless you promote it as the latest development in technology but never seem to let me produce or even use it. Yes you may want me to consume it if I pay the bill of course.Technology is not neutral, and never will be. It is and will always be, on the side of the politics those motivate and create technology, and use it for the sake of that politics in return.
Everybody involved in here knows that the primary function of technology is to solve problems., and I counted a few basic ones. A simple stone axe was solving the problem of survival for the whole mankind. But today one bottle of poisoned gas is a threat for a whole city and highly developed technological military power is a threat for all of us.
As Victor Papanek puts it well, today the number of people living in the dark are much more than the times Edson invented the light bulb. We all may be amazed by the latest technology in light bulb filament and impressed by the "quantitative" parameters but it will never change the fact that tomorrow there will be much more people in the dark than today, till only the ones in the light will be selected one way or another.
As long as we all know mankind is really a special lund among all the living creatures on the planet earth regardless of the rest of the universe. And the main task which differs us from the rest of the nature is our "abstraction" ability. We seem to be the only living creature whose interrelation with the environment occurs through abstracted processes.
Even from the point of basic biological functions, man behaves through abstractions. Take our basic sheltering or feeding habits . We abstract these another quantitave factor which is "less" fuel consumption (twenty years ago it was "more" speed).
The important thmg is the use of quantity in expressing quality. I know that quantity is the chemistry of engineering and technology, but it makes no sense without a philosophy of living, and I can easily say that we are about to lose four basic existence levels in favour of a high technology which is definitely much more better than any human k i n g in quantitative terms, and a wild and competitive political economy that the majority of the globe is suffering from. What I mean with four basic human existence levels are natural, logical, ethical, and aesthetical existence levels and all our spiritual, or you may prefer to use psychological, or even medical sufferings derive from the lack of these four existencial supports.
To get a clearer picture of what I mean let's take a look at these four human existence levels with respect to technology.
Because of technological abstractian and creativity we lost all our sense of nature and I can assure you that we all are just like the last of the Mohicans when compared with tomorrows' environment and forthcoming generations. Most of us have had the chance to experience a natural contact with the environment. For example we all saw naturally grown trees or ate natural fishes from seas which are not polluted yet. We saw naturally running rivers with no control over their existence. We saw landscapes or jungles where animals and plants lived just because they have existed naturally for the sake of their own existence. But today the world is living the biggest transformation stage since it has appeared in the universe and it is a transition from a natural existence to a human controlled existence. Today you can never see a naturally planted tree in our living environments. Any plant or any flower is there just because it is a part of a human plan or design. The whole world is turning out to be a big zoo to satisfy our natural side, ease our shame and dry our alligator tears against masses of naturally born plants and animals but subject to human violence. Today most of the species are subject to extinction just because they are not economical, or useful, or connected to human existence in some way. Thorstein Veblen has named this phase as "predatory phase" about a hundred years ago. Now take a look at our children.
The term nature means a terrible and usually a wild and horrible vacation for them, if it is not so for us.
They are much more satisfied while sitting in front of a TV set or a computer screen rather than climbing a tree. I am sure that a tree or an animal will mean nothing to the next generations unless they have a quantitative value or a use for they've never experienced a relationship. I am sure that our children will stop considering themselves as a part of nature.
Look at our cities. I have no feeling of a natural environment apart from a very useful design for my living. I am a professional industrial designer enough to know that every design reflect human intention, and all the technological devices around me reflect no intention towards the nature that we were once a part of. Take a look at the design of our appartments, cars, everyday gadgets. They reflect no sense of nature but a bunch of totally different concepts which are all human abstractions in origin. Sure nature is still involved in our way of living. It is a big market to make profit and if it is not, it is something "wild or "dangerous". We have thousands of designs to protect us from nature. We have glasses to protect us from the sun, or different types of coatings to protect us from the weather after millions of years. If our environment is somehing to be protected from, then just get rid of it, and this is our intention nowadays. And we have all the technology in hand to get the fiction to a fact.
I'd like to believe that the future we are creating will be sterilized from the problems we are suffering today, and we will be happier and healthier in an environment with nothing to do in todays' sense. But all I feel is that the selected ones will only be wealthier for we are also loosing our logical, ethical, and aesthetical abstractions. answers. There is a m e r e n c e between the right angle and the logical abstraction. We must have a logical abstracion for our technology. We must ask ourselves if it is right to depend on nuclear energy, and must find an answer apart from quantitative reasoning. We need logical answer for questions like "is it right that the technology I create can make a majority suffer in favour of a minority's wealth?" or 'lis it right that the technology I am creating is making a lot of human being useless, or just giving them a sense of uselessness? (Don't tell me that old lie that because of improved technolowr we will be doing what we really want -art for example-, but not work.
Tell me what if all we want and need is work for our a healthier personal and social existence), or, "is it right Otherwise I will only appreciate my speed which will take me further and further till I get lost in every K.
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